Travel Dance Report
Twenty members from Happy Time Squares traveled to Raytown Saturday night to
spend the evening with the Crosstrailers. Their caller, Stan Brooke, did a great job of
keeping us happily moving. We really enjoyed it! Several guest callers, including our
own Wade Morrow, added to the fun of the evening. Carolyn Goucher did a really nice
job leading round and line dances.
All who went agreed it was well worth the drive! Happy Time Squares was
represented by Frank & Betty Alexander, C.J. & Pat Baker, Lynn & Sherry Brun, Larry &
Alice DeMoss, Ace & Lareeda Hickey, Clarence & Sharon Kowalewski, Danny & Betty
Lucas, Lydia Morrow, Wade & Laura Morrow, Dave & Barbara Neff, and Ron & Linda
Wright.
Sharon Kowalewski has asked us to pass this on:
I have to pass along a comment that was made to Clarence and me at the end of the
visitation to the Crosstrailers. A lady from the Trick Trackers came up to us to say
that she was very impressed with the great attitude of our club!! That speaks
volumes, doesn't it? Please pass this along to others.
Thanks
Sharon

We always hope that our travel dances will promote a good image for our club, and are
happy to hear about these types of comments.
Note: There are a few times when a travel dance, by necessity, conflicts with an
Ottawa Promenaders dance. Sometimes it is simply unavoidable. We are happy to
report that at least a dozen members from Happy Time Squares were in Ottawa
Saturday night and had a good time.

Vernon’s Round Dance Schedule at State Convention
Vernon Nelson will be cuing round dances at state convention. He has asked us to
forward his schedule to you. We’ve attached it to this e-mail.

Memorial Day Weekend
Memorial Day weekend is coming up. We hope you have a most pleasant holiday. We
also hope you will take time to remember those in the armed forces who have given
their lives. May you also have comfort as you remember family and friends that you
have lost.

Dave and Barbara

